
Newtek Tricaster Cabling Kit Instructions

Cabling kits are available for 4 and 8 camera configurations.

Figure 1

This kit requires cameras to have CCU’s 
(camera control units) controlling them.

This kit can be used with any Newtek Tricaster that has a 
15 pin tally connector as seen in figure 1.

There are 2 cables available for the Tricaster.

The 1-4 cable is used to connect cameras 1,2,3 & 4 to the Tally Interface.

The 5-8 cable is used to connect cameras 5,6,7 & 8 to the Tally Interface.

The 8 camera kit includes a “Y” adapter to enable cameras 1,2,3,4,5,6,7 & 8
to be connected with (2) Tally Interfaces.

If you want to use a combination of cameras that aren’t all in the 1-4 or 5-8 groups,
you will need to purchase the 8 camera kit to enable the choice of cameras you 
would like to tally.



4 Camera Setup

Figure 2
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Figure 4

Connect the 1-4 or 5-8 cable 
(dependant upon which camera group you will be using)
to the 15 pin tally connector on the Tricaster. 
Connect the 9 pin connector on the other end 
of the cable to the Tally Interface as seen in figure 2.

Connect the CCU connection cable (see figure 3)
to the Tally Interface output (see figure 4) that 
coincides with the camera that you desire to tally.
 

Connect the CCU connector to the appropriate
connector on the CCU.

Note: Different manufacturers have different style
connectors on their CCU’s along with different
pin-out configurations with different models.
If you are unsure of which CCU connection cable
to purchase contact us with the make and model
number of the CCU you are using to determine
the correct connector and pin-out to use.



8 Camera Setup

Figure 5

Two Tally Interfaces will be required
for a 8 camera configuration

Connect the “Y” connector cable (see figure 5)
included in the kit the 15-pin tally connector on
the Tricaster.
 

Note: There is a LED behind each output connector to confirm the tally signal has
been received from the Tricaster. If a slow transition is being used between two
cameras, the tally for both cameras will be illuminated during the transition.
 

Connect the 1-4 cable 15-pin connector to the
1-4 connector on the “Y” connector cable.

Connect the 5-8 cable 15-pin connector to the
5-8 connector on the “Y” connector cable.

Connect the 9-pin connectors on the other end
of the cables to the two Tally Interfaces. Be
aware of which interface is connected to the
1-4 cable and the 5-8 cable. The interface connected
to cable 1-4 will tally cameras 1-4, and the interface
connected to the 5-8 cable will tally cameras 5-8.

The interface connected to the 1-4 cable will output the following:

Out-1 = Camera 1
Out-2 = Camera 2
Out-3 = Camera 3
Out-4 = Camera 4

The interface connected to the 5-8 cable will output the following:

Out-1 = Camera 5
Out-2 = Camera 6
Out-3 = Camera 7
Out-4 = Camera 8
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